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1

Apparel & Footwear Menu Options

The installation procedure of the Apparel & Footwear solution will create a main menu option called
"Apparel & Footwear ". This menu groups apparel specific functionalities as well as standard modified SAP
object (sales orders, purchase orders, etc.).

1.1 Apparel & Footwear Administration - Setup
1.1.1 Design Management
Through the "Design Management” sub-menu options, you can make the settings needed to manage
seasons related and design processes within the solution. s.
1.1.1.1 Drops
In order to analyse the merchandise, many companies divide the season in different drops or shipping
windows. This is to plan what styles and how many units will allocate regarding budgeting (in options and
SKUs).
Define a Drop
Go to Apparel & Footwear → Administration →

Setup → Design Management → Drops

Link Drops to Season Table
Once the drops are defined, link them to the season.
Go to Apparel & Footwear → Administration → Setup → Design Management → Season

1.1.1.2 Seasons
Go to Apparel & Footwear → Administration → Setup → Design Management → Season.
Enter seasons as needed. Usually, Styles belong at least to a Season and a Collection.
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1.1.1.3

Collections

Go to Administration → Setup → Apparel & Footwear → Setup → Design Management →
Collections. Enter collections as needed. During the design stage styles are linked to a collection. Select
subcollections if needed.

1.1.1.4

Sub-Collections

Go to Administration → Setup → Apparel & Footwear → Setup → Design Management →
Sub-Collections. Add subcollections if needed. Link Sub-Collections with the Collections.
1.1.1.5 Workflow
1.1.1.5.1 Workflow - Phase Master
Go to Administration → Setup → Apparel & Footwear → Setup → Design Management →Workflow →
Phase Master. Enter all phases needed to track activities during the product lifecycle. Styles can be linked to
a phase template.
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1.1.1.5.2

Workflow- Phase Routing Template

Go to Administration --> Setup → Apparel & Footwear → Setup → Design Management →
Workflow → Phase Routing Template. Select the phases needed to create the critical path
activities for styles and other type of projects.

1.1.1.6 Product Composition
Component: Different types of component can be created here.
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Care Instruction: Different types of care instruction can be created here.

Care Instruction Group: Use this to create various care instruction groups which can be used in Style
master data.

Composition: This option can be used to create a composition with different types of component. This
composition can be used in Style master data.

1.1.1.7 Brands
For different brands, create a brand master here. The brand needs to active to use it in the style master
data.
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1.1.1.8

POM (Point of Measurements) Definition

Go to Administration → Setup → Apparel & Footwear → Setup → Design Management →POM Definition.
POMs are used to enter general and detailed measurements for body parts.Then you can create template
to link in the product data management module.

1.1.1.9

POM (Point of Measurements) Templates

Go to Administration→Setup → Apparel & Footwear → Setup → Design Management →POM Templates.
POMs are used to enter general and detailed measurements for body parts. Select the measurements
from the POM Definition table.
IMPORTANT: you need to create product groups and scales (sizes) before creating POM templates.
Style Sample Evaluation POM tolerance
In POM template the tolerance (+,-) is a reference which indicates the maximum and minimum threshold
point. Based on this the style sample evaluation get pass or fail the quality assurance. This tolerance will
be used later on in the sample process.
The reference size, in this case Large, will be the reference value to perform the calculation for the
other sizes. The sizes greater than the reference should be positives and the smaller ones, negatives.

In the PDM when you add the POM Template to a Model, the matrix should have the model's
measurements. In the following example the measures for the reference size POM 1 = 90, POM 2 = 60
and POM 3 = 20. The rest of the measures for the other sizes will be calculated automatically according
to the values indicated in the grading.
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When the model is sampled, and the provider or production area returns the sample back, the QA area
should enter the Actual sample measurements. The system will calculate the difference between what
every POM should have and the actual measure.
In the following example for the sampled size XS:
For the POM 1: The Target was 84, the Actual is 83, the Difference is 1, the Tolerance - is 1. So this
POM is OK because it is under the tolerance -.

1.1.1.10 Style Status
This is style status master which indicates the purpose of designing any style. You can also create your
own style status here.
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1.1.1.11 Instruction
This is instruction master where you can create your own instructions.

1.1.1.12 Instruction Chart
This is used to create a master chart which contains a list of instructions. This chart can be used in the
style master data to print the Tech Pack.

1.1.1.13 Tree View Setup
Here you need to setup for Style and Raw materials category tree view report. To create a tree based on
the style attributes you need to tick on option ‘Show’. To set the order of the tree you need to set the
order number. To visualize the attributes details on the report you need to tick on the option ‘Visible’. In
the style tree tab you set the tree setup for all the styles and in Raw material tree tab you can set the tree
setup for all the raw materials.
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1.1.2

Costing & Manufacturing

INTRODUCTION
The costing section allows companies to setup the costing scenario for local and outsourced production
Scenarios.
1.1.2.1 Sub Operations
Now a manufacturing operation can be detailed in sub-operations to calculate the SAM/SMV for a style.
Also it helps employees to follow the sequence for each job. Sub-operations can be linked to the cost
sheet.
In order to create a sub-operation, go to Apparel & Footwear → Administration → Setup → Costing
and Manufacturing → Sub-operations

1.1.2.2 Sub Operations Template
In order to create a sub-operation template go to Apparel & Footwear → Administration → Setup
→ Costing and Manufacturing → Sub-Operations Template
Select the sub operations desired and complete the sub-operation order and time in seconds.
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1.1.2.3 Operations Template
Operation templates allow you to setup the cost and sequence of operations needed to produce a finished
or semi-finished style.

1.1.2.4

Cost Schemas

Costing schemas serve as templates to calculate the final price of the style. Costing schemas are used in
thecosting sheet as percentage in top of purchase and production costs. An example would be different
fees applied to importing the garments.

1.1.2.5 Advance Cost Schemas
A new feature has been added to the costing process. The user can now create advanced cost schemas
based on different line types.
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1. Items.: Regular items from the item master data
2. Formulas: Simple formulas, such as adding lines or using other operations
3. Queries: Queries to the SAP B1 databases using standard queries (using query manager)
First. Go to Administration→ Setup→ Costing and Manufacturing→ Advanced Cost Schema

For best practices the user might create a non-inventory item to create dummy items, for example F for
formula, Q for query and so on
Select the line type and the item, in the example the user selects an item in the database. This item
retrieves standard price from SAP but the user can change the value on the schema.

Once the item is selected add a new line. Select the item type Query, enter the name and TAB in the query
field to retrieve a query from SAP. In this case I need the BLOCK from the ADM1 table as an example.

Finally add an item to run the total line 1 + 2 , use the @ to start the line and the # to close the line
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@1#+@2# (running total of line 1 + 2)

Another example would be to add lines 1+2 and divide by 2 (@1#+@2#)/2
Add the advanced cost sheet schema.
When creating a style the user has the option to select the standard cost schema or the advanced option

1.1.2.6

Resource Types

For local production scenarios, define your resources to be used. An example would be
CUTTERS, WASHERS or QA personnel. They are then grouped in Work Centers (see below).
Resources can be machines, humans, etc.

1.1.2.7 Shifts
Shifts are used in the PDC (Production Data Collection)
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1.1.2.8 Non-Productive Times
Non-productive times are used in the PDC (Production Data Collection).

1.1.2.9 Work Center (Production)
Work centers are small units used in the production process. Work centers group resources and they can
be scheduled in the production pipeline.

1.1.2.10 Priority
Different level of priority can be created which can be used at the time of production order.
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1.1.3 MaintenanceThrough this maintenance module Update DataBase and UDO are available, and any UDF type can be
changed at any time. First select the Apparel table, UDF field and then choose the new type and click on
update.

1.1.4 Document Numbering
Here you can create the document series and numbering for Model, Project and Manufacturing Order.

1.2 Apparel & Footwear Administration - Inventory
INTRODUCTION
Through the “Inventory” sub-menu you will find all the options to make the settings needed for
management and classification of inventory items of your company.
We will describe all the options in the following pages.
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1.2.1.1 Sizes Group
Different sizes group can be created which will be used in the scale master.

1.2.1.2 Product Lines
Choosing this option will open the form "Product Line". You can define the product lines inwhich your
company classifies inventory items.

1.2.1.3 Product Groups
Choosing this option will open the form "Product Group". Here you can define the groups in which
classified it’s inventory items.

1.2.1.4

Division

Selecting this option, you can access the form "Division". It may define the divisions in which you classify
the inventory items.
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1.2.1.5 Years
Selecting this option you can access the form "Years”. It may define the years in which you
classify inventory items.

1.2.1.6 UPC Labels
Choosing this option will open the form "UPC labels." Here you can upload the files corresponding to the
UPC labels with which they associate with its inventory items.To do so fill in the fields "Code", "Name"
and "File" and click the Refresh button.
1.2.1.7 Size Equivalence Dimensions
In many cases size equivalences are used to specify different size dimensions based regional requirements.
Different dimensions can be added here.
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1.2.1.8 Size Equivalence Master
You can create one size equivalence per size chart. To add a new entry switch to add the mode. Select the
scale. Enter a dimension and all the values. Right click in the row to add a new dimension. Click add when
done.

This information can be used in marketing documents, when selecting the styles through the matrix.

1.2.1.9 Variable Equivalence Master
Usually variables are used to specify a 3th attribute to the style. Now it is possible to add equivalences to
the variable. An example would be a bra cup size.
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1.2.1.10 Item Segmentation
Usually Apparel Companies recognize different segments or attributes for their products. Styles
attributes may range from Style code to Size or sleeves. Shoes may have a fourth segment such
as width or finishing. To build the SKU number in Apparel & Footwear, first you need to create
your product segmentation groups.
In "Apparel & Footwear Segmentation" you can define different apparel groups
(Shoes, Shirts, Raw Materials) based on the type of product segmentation used (Code-color-size / codecolor, etc). In order to create a new product segmentation, fill in the Name field segmentation and then
select the segments to be included in the codification. Completing the fields" Segment Name ",
"Max Length” which shall indicate the maximum number of characters allocated to the segment
within the coding.
Important: The sum total of the characters assigned to all segments must not exceed 50 digits when SAP
version is 9.2 or above. Below SAP version 9.2 the segments must not exceed 20 digits.
You can also check in the "Default Description" checkbox by which you may include the
description of each segment as the product description in the master data If needed, in the field
“Use a separator" enter the character to use separator between different segments.
If you want, your segmentation be available for the encoding of new items just select the
checkbox "Active."

1.3 Apparel & Footwear →Master Data
1.3.1

Style list
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1.3.2 Product Data Management (see 1.3)
1.3.3 Aprovals
To approve Model, logo, Samples, Cost sheet or Shipments go to Apparel & Footwear →Approvals
1.3.4 Pattern Templates
To create a pattern template (to group various patterns) go to Master Data → Pattern Template. Enter
code, description and product group. This is used to filter the same pattern types. At line level look for the
individual pattern and enter the quantity.

1.3.5 Patterns
In order to create a Pattern Go to Master Data → Pattern. Enter Code, description, product group
(shirts, pants, etc) and a comment.

To add a new pattern template and patterns open a new or existing costing sheet. Select a template and
save. Then select the patterns to include in the garment using the select check box next to each pattern.
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1.3.6 Color Master
The color master is the library that manages all the colors and textures that will be included as a
segment of the products generated in the PDM module. To access the color master window on
the SAP menu, go to Apparel and Footwear / Master Data / Color Chart.

Note: The color code segment should not exceed what is indicated in the segmentation to be used for
style.
1.3.7 Color Chart
The color chart is the template to be used across a season or collection for all styles
Color charts are linked to the style.

1.3.8 Size chart Master
Apparel & Footwear allows the creation of multiple types of scales with its size chart, which are
then associated with the products in the PDM module. The scale code and its length should not
exceed what is specified in the segmentation of items.

1.3.9 Size Run Scale
A new feature to set size runs has been added. Now users can define size run codes with quantity and %
information. Right click in the scale master → create size run. This option is also available from the main
menu.
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Enter the % and quantities for the size run and save de form. When entering a document and after
selecting a style, users can pick a size run code from the list and applied to the document.

1.3.10 Variable
The segment variable is used to add a third attribute to the style. This segment can be used to
define the width of shoes, or the finishing of the same style code.
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2

Product Data Management

The product data management module manages all information about the conception, design and data
repository of a product within the company. Is a collaborative tool used to enter, review and share
elements related to a style or raw material (trim or fabric). You can add specifications, images, materials
list, construction details, dimensions, cost of design and management of samples. All this data can be
accessed by internal users (designers, department) collaborating along the product lifecycle. When
managing styles, you can link multiple images and colors as well as scale types (US, EU, etite, etc)

Add all style details like scale and size that will be linked to the style. Once assigned that, you can
generate SKUs.

2.1 PDM form
Choosing this option will open the form "Product Data Management" where you can fully manage the
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creation of a product from the assignment of colors and sizes to assembly instructions, BOM, etc.
The following are the main components of this module:
1. Code: In this field, you must enter a code that identifies the product. Remember to take into account the
definition of the segmentation that you choose. For example, if the definition of segmentation you apply
has five characters assigned to the product, the length of this code shall not exceed those five
characters. Otherwise, you will not be able to add products afterwards.
2. Description Field: In this field, you must enter a minimal description of the product. The character limit
for this field is 254.
3. Foreing description: you can enter a foreing description of the product.
4. Product Line field: Use this field to select from a dropdown list of available product lines (for the
generation of product lines to see the menu option Administration / Setup / Apparel & Footwear /
Inventory / Product Lines).
5. Product Group field: Use this field to select from a dropdown list of product groups available (for the
generation of product groups in the solution view menu option Administration / Setup / Apparel &
Footwear / Inventory / Product Groups)
6. AFS Segmentation Filed: Use this field to select from a dropdown list of items available segmentations
(for the generation of segmentation of items in the solution view menu option Administration / Setup /
Apparel & Footwear / Inventory / Segmentation articles).
7. SAP Item Group field: Use this field to select from a dropdown list of item groups available in SAP
Business One (for the generation of product groups in SAP Business One view menu Administration /
Setup / Inventory / Item Groups).
8. Seasons Field: Use this field to select from a dropdown list of the seasons available (to generate more
seasons in the solution menu option Administration / Setup / Apparel & Footwear / Inventory /
Seasons).
9. Collection: Select a Collection for the style
10. Sub-collection: Select a Sub-collection for the style
11. Composition: Select Composition for the style
12. Care Instruction Select Care instruction for the style
13. Brand: Select Brand for the style
14. Designer: Select Designer for the style
15. Division Field: Use this field to select from a dropdown list of available product divisions (to generate
more divisions in the solution menu option Administration / Setup / Apparel & Footwear / Inventory /
Divisions).
16. Years Field: Use this field to select from a dropdown list of the years available (for the generation of
years in the solution view menu Administration / Setup / Apparel & Footwear / Inventory / Years).
17. Owner: Indicate which SAP users will own the product Country of origin Field: Use this field to enter
your country of origin of the product if the product is manufactured outside the country where your
company is established
18. County of origin
19. Drop
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20. Ship Start Date Field: This field must enter through the date picker, the date on which it is planned to
ship the product from its place of origin
21. Ship Cancel Date Field: This field must enter through the date picker, the date on which it will cancel the
shipment of the product, if it has not been completed so far
22. Customer
23. Vendor
24. Main Warehouse Field: Use this field to select from a drop-down list one of the stores available in SAP
Business One (for the generation of SAP Business One stores see menu option Administration / Setup /
Inventory / Warehouses
25. Price List field: Use this field to select from a dropdown list of available price lists (for the generation of
price lists in Administration / Setup / Apparel & Footwear / Inventory / Price Lists)
26. Active checkbox: Using this selection box you can activate or deactivate the selected product; it
indicates whether the style is active. Select this option if you don’t want the product to be selected in
any process).
27. Image Management

•
•

Select the camera icon (
Select the camera icon (

•

If you want to access all the product images, use the browsers
•

The icons (

) to add an image to style
) to remove the selected image style

) are used to link an image to the tech pack

The button "Preview Files" opening of the form allows you access to all images

Style Picture by Color: Now the user can add pictures by color. When generating SKUs the pictures are
linked automatically based on style-color options.

2.1.1

TABS

Size Chart Tab
Apparel & Footwear allows for the creation of multiple scale types and sizes, which are then
associated with the styles in the PDM module.
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Colors Tab
Using the "Add Colors", you assign the colors available for the style.

VariableTab
Add Variables" for the style.

Workflow tab
Workflow provides simple and effective time and action calendars to track progress through the product
lifecycle. A configurable tool allows the creation of critical path activities. Tasks are associated to the
different activities and are duration-based. Activities and tasks can beassociated to styles for calendar
management.

Prepack tab
Add Prepack for the style

Design and Concepts tab
This form allows you to keep records, concepts or any document relating to the product
The designers and marketing department employees can work from concept (storyboards), drawings
and everything related to the creative phase, managing documents and changes. You can link PDFs,
word documents, images etc. Designers always have the option to open and manage illustrator (or any
other design tool) files.

POM (Point of Measures) tab
All technical product information is entered in this section. The point of measure chart is entered,
recognizing the size chart and product type and facilitating the data entry. You can also enter the
production and assembly instructions. The development of specifications is improved since common
products measurements can be imported, and you can also copy existing database product specifications
from templates.

Constration details tab (for Tech Pack)
Here you can enter comments minutes or style building details
The specification package (Tech Pack) is the repository of product information generated by users involved
in all phases of design and development and is used as a contract for the production phase, (internal or
external process). The package can be exported to Acrobat Reader, Excel and sent to internal or external
users (suppliers) via email

Tech Pack Layouts
In order to print tech pack, right click on the style and select ‘Print Tech Pack’.

The solution now offers three default layouts bases on tech pack best practices
By definition a tech pack is the blue print to manufacture garments. These are the common sections:
Tech Pack Full
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Tech Pack Compressed: 1 page crystal with:
1. One central picture with construction details
2. Measurements
3. Materials
Tech Pack Best Practice
1. Lead Sheet – general area to upload final product or sketch
2. Spec Sheet - POM section
3. Call out section 4. Cost Sheet – specify de cost sheet grouped by fabrics, trims , accessories , other in this order.
Show also patterns
5. Sewing Sheet – material detail
In the PDM select the desired instruction chart , add the pictures or references and click on print tech
pack

Important: Download the ‘reports.rar’ file with the new layouts

Logos Tab
Cost Sheet tab
The materials management department uses this module to generate the different sourcing (materials
management) and reach the costs associated with the style. From this module you can export to
inventory and production when approved.
Apparel and Footwear manages costing sheets (used during the costing process) and when
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approved, it can be used to create a production bill of material or getting the cost for
outsourced manufacturing process. During the design stage and planning, different sheets can
be created to determine costs. To create a new sheet, select the button "Add Cost Sheet",
which will open a form.

To add materials, select the "Add A.F items", or browse for any material in the grid if you want
to add a work (sewing), materials, etc. If you want to use the matrix, select the operation tab
(create operations in the item mater data)." Add a cost schema (indirect costs).
There are 4 options in the Cost Sheet:
• CxT= Check to apply consumption by % defined in the scale. When the fabric consumption varies
for each scale.
• CxGT, CxGT1, CxGT2 = Check to combine sizes groups. For example, Sole size 38 for boot size 37.
• CxS = Check to combine the size of the raw material with the size of the finished product. If the
size scale matches, for example, Sole 37 to Boot 37.
• CxC= Check to combine the color of the raw material with the color of the finished product. If the
color matches, for example, Black lether with Black Boot.
CxGT – Size Groups
Let’s say that the same Zipper Small for Pant sizes Small, Medium and Large.

Size groups are defined in Administration→ Setup→ Apparel and Footwear→ Inventory→ Size
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Group

After that, in the size scale for the zipper is defined the Size Group for the size matching.

The same match is made for the PANT scale.

Once the style is approved, the user can generate the BOM in SAP by selecting the option BOM Wizard.
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Fitting tab
This section records all testing phases. All data related to testing are entered, recorded, date,
time and user who entered the data.

Comments tab
Enter general comments or technical details

Stock tab
See stock for the style

UDFs tab
See Udfs for the style.

2.2 PDM: Additional Functionalities
2.2.1 Copy Styles
The user can create new styles by copying existing styles basic information in the database.
Select "Copy From." Then choose the desired style.

2.2.2 Duplicate Styles
The user can duplicate any style by click on ‘Duplicate’ option.
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2.2.3 SKU Code List
After generate SKUs, right click on Product Data Management window and click on the SKU code list to
views the list of created SKUs.

2.2.4 Style Material Details
To access to the material tab information, right click in the Product Data Management window and click
on Style Material Details.
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2.2.5 Document List
To view all the marketing documents created of a specific style, right click on the Product Data
Management window and click on document list

2.3 Creating and Managing Critical Path activities
In order to create a new project, right click over the style and select ‘New Project’.
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All critical activities defined in the workflow template, with managers, SAP users and default
business partner is loaded automatically. Make the desired changes:
1. Select if the planning is backward or forward
2. If needed, select a holiday calendar. These dates will not be taken as workable days
3. Enter the date (start or end date depending on the planning)

Click Add. A new Project is created for the style. Although no activities are assigned yet, you can
check the date in the Grant view. Right click on the project → Diagram → View Diagram

Assigning Activities to Users
Once the planning takes place, employee and users are assigned you can create all activities by
selecting option →create activities
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Controlling Activities
There are two options to track your critical path activities. Go to Controlling → Critical Path Overview.
Click on the “Filter Search” option. This will display all CPs. Select a filter at the top if
needed (season,
collection, sub-collection etc). From there, you can view a specific activity by selecting it and pressing
the “View Activity” button, and check if it has attachments or linked documents for example.
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